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2011-2012 academic calendar reflects ongoing debate
Maureen Darras
Editor-in-Chief

The 2011-2012 academic calendar was approved Friday, May 21
at the most recent faculty meeting.
2011-2012 will be the third consecutive, and potentially the last,
academic year with the modified
structure that includes a six-week
winter break. This calendar is part
of a series of changes mandated in
2009 by the Board of Trustees in
reaction to the financial instability
of 2008.
The Curriculum Committee is
charged with the task of drafting
proposals of the academic calendar and presenting these for faculty vote in faculty meetings. The
committee is composed of Provost
and Dean of the Faculty David
Burrows — who serves as chair of
the committee and chair of the faculty — Dean of the Conservatory
of Music Brian Pertl, Director of
the Seeley G. Mudd Library and
Associate Professor Peter Gilbert,
one faculty member representing
each of the four divisions of the
university and two student representatives.
Faculty members of the
Curriculum Committee serve twoyear terms. Currently, the four
divisions of the university are represented as follows: natural sciences by Assistant Professor of
Chemistry Stefan Debbert, social
sciences by Associate Professor of
Government and Edwin & Ruth West
Professor of Economics and Social
Science Claudena Skran, humanities by Assistant Professor of
Religious Studies Martin Smith and
fine arts by Associate Professor of

Theatre Arts Richmond Frielund.
Student representatives on the
Curriculum Committee serve yearlong terms and are appointed by
LUCC. Currently, the student representatives are Ken Weinlander
and Angela Wang.
“Under normal circumstances,” stated Burrows, who is serving in his fifth year as Dean of
the Faculty, “the committee would
put together a calendar with the
help of the Registrar… and would
present that to the faculty for its
approval.”
In years past, the committee
has aimed to present its proposals
in a faculty meeting in January or
February, roughly 18 to 20 months
before the calendar being voted
upon would take place.
Burrows commented, “Part of
the reason for doing it with such
an advanced notice is that we
want to get it in the catalog for
people’s information and when
student apply to come here it’s
nice to be able to tell when the year
starts… A lot of course planning
and assignment of classrooms
depend on the calendar; a lot of
events, particularly with the start
of the academic year, have to be
coordinated with the calendar.”
The original 2009-2010 academic calendar was adopted in the
spring of 2008. However, Burrows
explained, “When the severe economic downturn… came upon us
in the fall of 2008, the Trustees
were very concerned about the
financial position of the institution and mandated that we have
this earlier start as a way of saving
money on energy costs.”
Instead of working on the 20102011 calendar in the winter of

2009, the Curriculum Committee
was then pressed to revisit and
substantially change the 20092010 calendar. The mandate was
designed to be in effect for the
indefinite future. Stated Burrows,
“It did seem in part because of the
lead-time that we really did need
to do it for at least three years.”
Weinlander commented, “As it
turns out, the calendar planning
process is actually very in-depth;
there are a plethora of details...
When the Trustees said they
wanted the calendar with... certain
[date] specifications, we had to
operate within those parameters,
and create an entirely new calendar for the next year that was
quite a departure from previous
years. We were almost starting
from scratch.”
Burrows acknowledged, “The
thing about the date change[s] is
that initially everyone thought
what we would do is leave the
winter and spring terms alone, and
have the fall term moved up so it’s
essentially two weeks earlier.”
However, this proved untenable. Burrows revealed that the
decision to solely alter the 2009
fall term “turned out to be a more
complicated change than anyone
had anticipated.”
The Curriculum Committee
was unable to address the 20102011 academic calendar until the
spring of 2009. In this second
attempt to incorporate the trustees’ desired date changes to fall
term, discussions within the faculty focused heavily on the consequences of a shorter summer.
These concerns are reflected
in the calendar that was adopted
for next year, which contains a

condensed winter term, classes
subsequently ending in May and
an earlier commencement date of
June 5.
Burrows defended the faculty
interest in preserving the length
of the summer: “From the faculty
perspective, since this is a studentoriented institution, there’s a lot
of juice that goes into teaching
during the academic year, which
is appropriate. Since we expect
faculty to be very active in scholarship and research, that summer
time becomes critical.”
Debbert reflected, “I and other
faculty who supervised summer
research projects [last summer]
just worked all year round. … It
would be nice to have a little bit
more breathing room in the summer. That being said, that time
didn’t disappear, it just got moved
to December.”
This
past
spring,
the
Curriculum Committee presented
two proposals for the 2011-2012
academic calendar to the faculty. The first proposal was similar to the calendar that has been
adopted for 2010-2011; however,
the second proposal — which was
ultimately selected by the faculty
— had a comparatively later commencement date, as well as a longer spring break.
In addition, shared Debbert,
“We also floated the idea of going
to a one-day midterm reading
period, especially in the winter,
just to have a longer spring break
and to get out earlier. That was
met with a lot of concern. People
were concerned about the stress
among students, having a compact winter already.” Eventually,
the idea of eliminating or altering

the midterm reading period was
discarded.
Debbert noted, “This was
intended … to be a three-year
trial period, and this [2011-2012]
is year three. We’re trying to take
as much information as we can,
whether this works for us or not.”
The faculty has yet to determine what the process of reviewing the effects of these changes to
the traditional academic calendar
of years past will be. Burrows cautioned, “I think [one of] the major
things we need to look at [is]: what
is the impact on students, and in
my view this hasn’t really been
talked about.”
He continued, “There are two
potential things to look at. One is,
pedagogically, what does it mean
to have terms … separated by a
fairly long block of time? Many faculty [members] are concerned that
students will forget what they’ve
learned. … A second thing that
we really need to look at is what’s
the effect of the timing of the end
of school … on student summer
employment and other summer
activities.”
Debbert stated, “The imposition of the winter break was
intended to save money. It was a
purely financial decision, at a time
when things looked very bleak
for the university. The question
now is: how much money is that
saving? Is that money worth what
we’re going through?”
He concluded, “In the future
we’re going to have to make a decision including the financial health
of the university, the effect on the
curriculum, [and] the effect on students’ well being.”

Senator Hartwell delivers convocation
Laura Streyle
Staff Writer
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To celebrate the academic and
extracurricular honors earned by
students, professors and student
organizations during the 20092010 year, the annual Honors
Convocation was held Thursday,
May 20 at 11:10 a.m. in the
Lawrence Memorial Chapel.
Organist Susanna Valleau
played a Bach and Mendelssohn
prelude, and the procession commenced with the sound of David
Johnson’s “Trumpet Tune in D
Major,” played by Daniel O’Connor
on the chapel organ. A soft high
hat transitioned into the interlude,
“Egberto,” by Florian Ross, which
was performed by the LUJE saxophone and percussion sections.
After the music was finished,

President Jill Beck took the stage
and began the congratulatory portion of the convocation by acknowledging Associate Professor of
English Karen Hoffmann, who won
the Freshmen Studies Teaching
Award.
Beck then proceeded to
applaud those students who have
demonstrated exceptional dedication to their subject area or who
have become models of a balanced
lifestyle at Lawrence University
and beyond.
Next, to encourage Lawrentians
interested in what life may hold
outside the Lawrence bubble, Beck
introduced Vermont State Senator
Robert Hartwell ‘69. Hartwell presented an example of the work
ethic and mindset that are wnecesPhoto by Nhi Nguyen
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S/U option removed from some introductory classes
Will Doreza
Staff Writer

Beginning in the 2010-2011
school year, Lawrence students
will no longer be able to choose
the S/U option for some introductory level courses. Last February,
the Committee on Instruction
approved department requests to
remove the S/U option from certain departments’ courses, including the geology, math and Spanish
departments. The changes will
begin with the Spanish classes that
are offered over the summer.
S/U stands for satisfactory
or unsatisfactory, and the option
allows students to either pass or
fail a class without the grade having an effect on their GPA. Many
students use the option primarily for fulfilling general education
requirements, but students cannot use the option to complete
requirements for their major.

The decision is a culmination
of requests from departments over
the past few years. The Committee
on Instruction’s policy states that
departments who notice high S/U
enrollment negatively correlated
with academic performance may
be approved for removal of the S/U
option in affected classes, according to chairperson and Associate
Dean of the Faculty Nancy Wall.
The process began first term,
when the committee met to discuss the S/U option in courses. In
January, the departments requested the changes, and in February,
the changes were approved.
“There really was an academic
issue in terms of the quality of
the class because of the numbers
of students enrolled S/U,” Wall
stated. “We want to make sure that
everyone is putting in the same
amount of effort for the same type
of grading scale.”
The Spanish department has

seen a very high increase in S/U
enrollment, with over 50 percent
of students in some classes choosing the option.
Wall added, “In mainly introductory Spanish classes, professors were noticing major disparities in the effort put in by different
students, which is detrimental to a
participation-fueled class.”
Professor Gustavo Fares,
Spanish
department
chair,
explained why the department
decided to remove the S/U option.
Fares said, “Students who are
enrolled S/U are less likely to
devote sufficient time to homework, to engage actively in class
activities or to recognize problems
and seek help in a timely manner.
All of this has a detrimental effect
on the individual student.”
Fares added, “More importantly, poor performance by large
numbers of students has a negative impact on the class as a

whole.”
Similarly, Associate Professor
Andrew Knudsen, geology department chair, felt that the S/U option
for introductory geology classes
caused a “real difference in attitude, decrease in performance,
and a pattern of poor decisions.”
He also stated that the option
“makes the class difficult to teach
because it decreases engagement
and communication.”
On the other hand, Knudsen
stated that the S/U option should
be available for students who
express sincere interest in a nonrequired class. Knudsen recommends that students who are
upset by the decision talk to their
teachers and advisors, as the decision will be reviewed in one to two
years.
Wall also stated her belief in
the S/U option for students: “The
committee [on instruction] does
not want to get rid of S/U in most

cases... we encourage students to
reach out and take a chance without worrying about not getting
into law school.”
Offering a student’s perspective, junior Ellie Crean spoke in
favor of the S/U option, saying,
“Sometimes students just aren’t
good at studies that are general
education requirements. Especially
foreign languages.”
Crean has had experience with
the S/U option in a few of her
required classes. “I completely
understand that it makes classes
harder for professors to teach,”
she said. “But I believe that the
benefits of the option for students
are more important than how easy
the class is to teach.”
“We are a liberal arts school. We
want students to explore beyond
their major focus of study,” said
Wall. “But we don’t want students
to take this chance to slack off a
little bit.”

Lawrence students honored with scholarships for international work, study
Rebecca Carvalho
Staff Writer

This
week
Lawrence
announced that three students and
one alumna were awarded Rotary
Ambassadorial Scholarships, one
alumna was awarded a Fulbright
Fellowship and one senior student was granted a U.S. State
Department scholarship to a critical language program abroad.
Natalie Grattan, a senior biochemistry major, was awarded a
Rotary Ambassadorial Foundation
Scholarship to attend the
University of Otago, New Zealand
to study public health.
Grattan is the president of
the student organization Students
War Against Hunger and Poverty,
and last December she traveled
to Sierra Leone, where she helped
conduct nutrition and health surveys.
Grattan is enthusiastic about
pursuing medical school at the
University of Washington when she
returns from New Zealand and
would like to work with the World
Health Organization in the future.
Like Grattan, junior Sarah
Ehlinger found inspiration in

Sierra Leone last December. A
geology major, she is heading to
the University of Ghana in Accra,
as a 2011-2012 Rotary Scholar.
Ehlinger is interested in studying
environmental hazards and will
return to Sierra Leone to conduct
research on lead contamination in
schoolyards.
Sonya Weston, who graduated
in 2007, was awarded a Rotary
Ambassadorial Scholarship to
attend the School of International
Studies at Jawaharlal Nehru
University in New Delhi.
Weston will focus her studies on Indian politics, history and
society and will pursue an intensive Hindi language study. Weston
majored in government and is
currently working as a research
assistant at the Woodrow Wilson
International Center for Scholars
in Washington, D.C.
Last among Lawrence’s Rotary
Ambassadorial Scholarship recipients is Jamie Gajewski ‘09, who
graduated last December with a
major in Spanish. Gajewksi will
study Arabic at Egypt’s Alexandria
University.
“I first encountered Arabic
while studying in Granada, Spain.
There is a lot of influence from

North Africa in this southern
Spanish city,” said Gajewski, who
took a class on Islamic Spain while
in Granada. “I spent time wandering the Moroccan quarter of the
city, speaking with shop owners
from all over the Middle East.”
When Gajewski was a senior
at Lawrence, she heard talk of
Instructor of Arabic Massimiliano
Verita’s Arabic Language classes.
“I had already completed the
majority of my majors and thought
about beginning a third language.
I thought about French, but then
decided on Arabic once I found
out it was being offered for the
first time as a Lawrence course”,
explained Gajewski. “I really
enjoyed the challenge and beauty
of the Arabic language and thus
stuck with it all year.”
The Rotary Ambassadorial
Scholarship requires students to
spend more than a year abroad.
The scholarship is an opportunity to act as an ambassador for
the United States, and Gajewski
is aware of her responsibilities
and plans on volunteering while
in Egypt.
“I would like to volunteer with
an organization that empowers
women or work towards the alle-

viation of poverty in rural Egypt,”
she said.
Gajewski plans on documenting her experiences in a photographic essay. After her year
abroad Gajewski wants to travel
with her boyfriend, Peter Huck
‘09, who will be teaching English
in France.
“We would like to visit Rotary
clubs along the way, helping out
with volunteer projects and seeking adventure along the way,” said
Gajewski.
Verita also influenced Megan
Brown, a graduating senior with
a major in linguistics. Brown was
awarded a U.S. State Department
Critical Language Scholarship
to study Arabic this summer at
the American Center for Oriental
Research in Amman, Jordan.
Brown was selected from
among nearly 5,300 applicants and
joins a group of 575 U.S. undergraduate and graduate students
awarded one of the state department’s critical language scholarships.
“My first contact with Arabic
happened here [at Lawrence], and
Prof. Verita was a large part of
fostering my love for the language.
He is the most supportive lan-

guage instructor I’ve ever had,”
said Brown, who is especially interested in Arabic due to its grammar.
Brown continued, “Root-andpattern morphology fascinates me,
and the agreement rules in Arabic
are also extremely interesting.”
When Brown’s ten-week program abroad is over, she would
like to take a year off in Madison
and apply to government agencies
or non-governmental organizations to offer her languages skills.
“Diplomacy and bilateral/multilateral relations are going to be
extremely important in the 21st
century with the increased globalization of the world,” explained
Brown, who is particularly interested in working for the U.S.
Department of State.
Closing this year’s list of big
achievements, senior Christina
Blomberg was awarded a Fulbright
Fellowship to study in Turkey. The
Fulbright Fellowship was created
by the U.S. Congress in 1946, and
its main goal is to promote understanding through educational and
cultural exchanges.

Julia Stringfellow leaves position as University Archivist
Bridget Donnelly
Associate News Editor

University Archivist and
Reference
Librarian
Julia
Stringfellow will be leaving
Lawrence this June to begin a
new position as an archivist at
Boise State University in Idaho.
Stringfellow was the first professionally trained archivist hired at
Lawrence.
Since arriving in 2005,
Stringfellow has widely expanded
the role of the archives, continually emphasizing the importance of
Lawrence’s history through projects, exhibits and presentations.
Stringfellow has served as a
faculty representative for LUCC,
written articles for The Lawrentian
and Voyageur magazine and has
led a number of tours. She also
set up exhibits explaining the university’s history for members of
the Lawrence and Appleton communities.

Director of the Seeley G. Mudd
Library and Associate Professor
Peter Gilbert explained, “Before
Julia came to Lawrence, we never
had a full-time archivist and she
very quickly showed us what
we had been missing. From her
Lawrentian articles to her alumni
oral history project to the archives
blog, she has been a creative and
energetic colleague.”
Sophomore Samantha Smith,
who works as a student intern
in the archives, described the
immense task that Stringfellow
has assumed during her time at
Lawrence. “Nothing was organized
in the archives, so Julia’s work...
has just been about trying to use
the small space that Lawrence has
to organize everything that the
Lawrence collection holds,” said
Smith.
Smith
also
clarified
Stringfellow’s role in terms of her
involvement with the Appleton
community outside Lawrence.

Stringfellow has collaborated with
the Appleton History Museum
at the Castle and the Midwest
Archives Conference as well as
working on projects initiated by
individuals not directly involved in
the Lawrence community.
Smith expressed her concern that no replacement for
Stringfellow has yet been hired.
According to Gilbert, a search committee is currently being formed
to find a successor, but the complicated process of the national
search makes it likely that the
archivist position may remain
open into the beginning of next
year.
“The state of our archives
frightens me,” Smith noted,
“because we… have a lot of work
to do to make it up to date, and if
we spend the entire year doing a
national search, with no one running it, no one is going to know
how to access it properly, and the
value of what is there will be low-

ered for students and faculty [who
wish] do research.”
Stringfellow noted a similar
concern regarding the uncertainty
of the archives’ future. However,
she explained that “working with
LUCC and working with students,
alumni and others that care about
preserving Lawrence’s history has
been the part of my job that I
loved, and I will miss doing those
things.”
Reference Librarian Gretchen
Revie spoke emphatically of her
colleague’s work and dedication
throughout Stringfellow’s time at
Lawrence: “One of the things I was
always most impressed by were
her public presentations. They
were some of the best I think I’ve
ever seen anywhere by anyone. She
was always incredibly prepared,
and her delivery was skillful and
engaging.”
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sary to take on the climate
change challenge with his speech,
“America at the Crossroads:
Accepting the Climate Change
Challenge.”
Hartwell currently serves on
the Senate Committee on Natural
Resources and Energy as well
as the Senate Committee on
Institutions.

Hartwell has made great contributions to government policy
and legislation that work to protect the environment. For example, Hartwell co-sponsored Act
198, legislation placing Vermont’s
groundwater in the public trust
and regulating water withdrawals
by water bottling companies.
Hartwell began his speech by
depicting the 1960s, a time of
burgeoning awareness of the environment that was generated in
large part by marine biologist and

nature writer Rachel Carson. He
pointed to the fragility of the environment — of the value in human
care for the earth — that Carson
stressed, and how her message is
relevant today.
He then moved on to discuss the present ways the earth
is hurting. He gave the bird plight
in Vermont as an example. The
bird plight is the result of industrial mowing that destroys nests
of 882 different species of landbirds before the birds are mature

enough to take flight, causing significant decreases in the landbird
populations.
Next, Hartwell pointed to environmental changes that are slowly
gaining more attention from the
government today, such as melting glaciers in the arctic, which are
causing rising sea levels.
“Politics couldn’t solve the
problem, so the climate did,” stated Hartwell. The current problems and predicted destructive
catastrophes of climate change

3
are turning heads.
However, there is a difference
between turning heads and taking
steps in the direction of a solution. Hartwell continues to balance
awareness and action as he works
on geothermal energy projects
and fundraising for the Town of
Pownal Wastewater Project while
simultaneously working on policy
and legislation in the government.
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Secret lives of our profs: Professor of Psychology Gerald Metalsky
Rachel Young
Staff Writer

Young: Tell me about your
background and how you came
to Lawrence.
Metalsky: I’m originally from
Brooklyn, New York. I lived my
younger life in Westbury, East
Meadow, Long Island. When I
started going to college I had an
interesting experience. I went
to the University of California,
Berkeley. I was eager to see
what the country was like, and
the west coast. I went back
to New York for grad school
and attended SUNY at Stony
Brook for clinical psychology.
I started up a really interesting
collaboration with my former
mentor, Glen Abramson. She
and I were working on some
theory and research on cognition and depression, which
later became well known in
terms of causes and treatment
of depression. She had taken
a job and asked if I would
join her at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison, and I had
lived on both coasts but never
in the middle, so I decided I
would check that out. I had
seen Madison before I went
cross country to Berkeley, and
it seemed like Madison and
Berkeley were fairly similar,
so I finished off there in 1986
and did a post-doc year in the
University of Wisconsin medical school, in the psychiatry
department. After that I took a
teaching job at the University
of Texas at Austin, so I took
that job in 1987. I discovered
while I was there that I really
enjoyed working with undergraduates, and at places like
that, where the focus is on
research, I felt like undergrad
students got the short end of
the stick. My grad students
got all my attention, but when
the undergrad students were
supervised by the grad stu-

dents, they hardly got any of
my personal attention. I found
myself gravitating more and
more to working with undergraduates. Then, I had a first
child and a family, and I had
family at the time in both New
York and Wisconsin, so that’s
when Lawrence came into the
picture. I came here in 1992,
and this year will be my 18th
graduation.
Young: How did you get interested in psychology? Elaborate
more on your research focus.
Metalsky: I started in my
undergraduate work being
interested in sociology. Like a
lot of students then and a lot
of students now, I was a bit
confused about what sociologists did and what psychologists did — like many students
now, who think that they want
to do X, Y and Z but don’t have
a label for it. For example,
many students think they want
to be a sociologist, but what
they really have in their head is
a psychologist, and that’s what
happened to me. Turned out
what I wanted to do was clinical psychology. I [also] started
as an undergrad in psychology, I think, because I have
a brother with schizophrenia.
He was my older brother, so
since I was 11 or 12 I watched
my family going through this,
and how the field at the time,
in the ‘60s, handled it. I don’t
think I realized that was the
main reason until after the
fact, but looking back now I
think that was why I went into
the field on the other end of
it. When I started research, I
knocked on doors [so to speak]
to look for people to supervise
research, and my first connection worked out. The professor
I was working with was focusing on depression and coping
mechanisms, and so I sort of
stumbled into it, but my family

also has a history of depression, so considering that I wonder if it wasn’t a coincidence.
Young: What are your current
projects?
Metalsky: A lot of the work
I do is theoretical, or clinical
studies about depression or
other disorders. I’ve been able
to utilize a lot of connections
with former Lawrence students
and students from elsewhere
to obtain the type of samples I
need for these studies. I’ve had
it really good, because I like
to collaborate on research, so
every year there’s more people
to collaborate with. I supervise a lot of students who are
looking to go on to do clinical psychology, since that’s my
area of expertise. I also have
a clinic that I keep a small
practice at, but I try not to let
it get too big so as to interfere
with my Lawrence activities. A
current project that students
Cathy Glick and Maki Miura are
working with me on, is to fill
the gap for affordable mental
healthcare for those who are
underpaid, have no insurance
or who are under-insured. This
is a big problem in Appleton
and in many areas. What Cathy
and I and a few other people
have done is to create a group
called Counselors Without
Cost. I’ve been on sabbatical
this term, but this is the main
thing I’ve been working on. I
was working on a book about
narcissism, but instead I’m
working on this. What we’re
doing is starting out small with
a few local organizations, like
homeless shelters and Harbor
House for example, and we
have professional counselors
on staff, and anyone who is
being seen through any of
these organizations will have
free mental health services
from a mental health professional. We will provide that for
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them free of charge, and it’s
also great for students after
getting their masters’ [degrees]
who are working for their
licenses and need 3,000 hours
of experience, because they
can work with the program and
both they and the consumer
get something out of it. Instead
of people having to find someone to see, Harbor House, for
example, will be able to use our
services to set people up and
provide them with services. It’s
sort of like Doctors Without
Borders, but we’re starting it
local with fewer patients, and
if it works well, we will open
other ones, but currently we’re
working out the kinks on a
smaller scale.
Young: Do you have other hobbies?
Metalsky: Counselors Without
Cost has been a main focus,

since it also benefits Lawrence.
As far as hobbies outside of
what I do, I’m really into music.
I actually, before college, had
a chance to pursue music
instead of college and had to
make a choice. My band was
good and had won a big battle
of the bands competition on
Long Island, and we had studio
stuff, a demo tape, everything
lined up. I could have been a
drummer, but given the choice
between becoming a rock-androll star and going to college,
I chose college. But it’s great
being here because I can listen to all of the live music on
campus. I also have kids, and I
spend a lot of time with them.
I think early in a career, work
can take away from spending
time with family, so now it’s
really fun to be able to be with
my kids. Both are really into
theater, so I’m able to share
that with them.

Across the pond: Random and not-so-random rendezvous in London

Chelsea Melamed
for The Lawrentian

While brainstorming about this
article, I realized that most of
my meaningful experiences here
across the pond are characterized by the people I am with or
the people I meet, and it is really
these encounters that I should talk
about.
So far, I haven’t met many
British people in London, which
surprised me at first. Before arriving, I imagined myself befriending
locals and completely immersing
myself in the culture, but this
ended up being false hope.
Avoiding negative connotation,
I will generalize and state that the
British are reserved. I have found
that, overall, the English keep
to themselves much more than
Americans. After a discussion with
a couple of British family friends, I
have realized that they agree with
this statement.
In London, my encounters with
“real” Brits have been brief and
impersonal: the random drunk guy
mumbling obscenities under his
breath or asking me to come home
with him or the peaceful protester

outside of parliament who tells me
that America is not a democracy.
My least random encounters
have involved those with opera
singers. These meetings are actually the antithesis of random; I
exercise strong effort to make
them happen. I am quite the nerdy
groupie. After each performance I
wait eagerly by the stage door and
get very excited.
I’ve met a handful of opera
superstars and every single one
has been kind, generous and down
to earth. While these are impressive meetings, not one of the singers I met was British.
Just last night, however, I did
have an encounter, not with a Brit,
but with someone who really put
my time away from Lawrence in
perspective. I was with a group of
Drexel students at a local bar; we
were laughing and having a grand
time, when all of a sudden, from a
table away, a woman said that we
had embarrassed her. I could tell
by the looks on the others’ faces
that none of us knew what we had
done.
She said that she was American
and had been in London for 17
years, then stood and shuffled

over to our table. She tried to
explain why she had been embarrassed but I failed to understand
what she was saying; this may
have had something to do with the
amount of beverage she had consumed, but I didn’t want to rush to
any conclusions.
I did, however, understand her
when she said that she was from
Chicago and transferred to “uni” in
London because the private college
she was attending was too expensive. When I asked what college,
she said Lawrence!
I felt instantly bonded, and
now, this women who was once
strange and drunk was suddenly a
great friend! She said, “Are you the
Lawrence Difference?!” I responded “yes!” and we shared a very
enthusiastic high-five.
I was the only Lawrence kid
there, so everyone else was a little
confused. This encounter made
me realize how much I miss the
Lawrence campus. The environment that we live in at Lawrence
cannot be transplanted in London,
which was a big change that took
me some time to adapt to at the
beginning of this term.
The Lawrence environment is

Photo coutesy of Chelsea Melamed

so unique and ingrained into our
lives for four or five years that I
think it bonds all Lawrence students deeply. I didn’t care that she
was extremely opinionated, had
a pretty sad Ameri-British accent
and was somewhat offensive; she
was my new BFF.
I wonder: Do I have a sign
flashing “American” in bright red
lights across my forehead? Why
is it that almost all of my encounters have been with Americans?
Well, I am happy to announce that
tonight, while at dinner, I met

another American — but! — he
is married to an English woman
whose little sister is my age! And,
she is a singer!
I contacted her and we are
hanging out this weekend. Maybe
this is all I need to get my foot in
the door! I will make tons of British
friends, and then have to leave a
week later. Oh well; better some
than none.
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Lawrence University Cricket Organization ready for second year
Adam Cox

for The Lawrentian

It seems that most Americans
have heard of cricket, but very
few — besides those who play for
our national team — know how
to play it. The complexity of the
rules, the bizarre scoring system
and the enormous shin-pads give
the game an air of mystery and
intrigue that few of us are able to
get past. This makes the Lawrence
University Cricket Organization —
LUCO for short — both educational
and recreational.
LUCO is a brand new student
organization. Although the idea of
starting a cricket club on campus
originated last year, junior Aamir
Mir said there just weren’t enough
people interested in the idea for it
to be feasible.
However, with the fall arrival
of some enterprising freshmen —
especially Vishvesh Subramanian

and Aimen Khan, who were a real
driving force — the group finally
had the numbers and the impetus
to apply for formal status.
LUCO now has about 20 dedicated members, who used LUCC
funds to purchase equipment and
began playing pick-up games every
Saturday, with walk-in interest welcome.
“So far, we’ve pretty much
just been teaching people how to
play,” said Mir, now president of
LUCO. “We were playing in the Rec
Center, but we moved to the quad
so people could see us and join in.
A lot of people have stopped by
to play.”
If you’re still dubious, here’s
a little bit of background. Cricket
is played on a large oval-shaped
field with a rectangular pitch in
the middle, on each end of which
stands a waist-high wicket.
Like baseball, one team fields
while the other bats, though unlike
baseball, the fielding players take

turns bowling — pitching — to the
batter. In a typical game, each team
gets one chance at fielding and one
chance at batting.
The batter scores points by
hitting the ball or running between
the wickets after a hit is made. He
can get “out” if a fielder catches his hit or if he allows the
bowler to hit the wicket with the
ball. Technicalities abound, but in
essence, cricket is about throwing,
hitting and catching balls — like
most sports.
So why do so many Americans
have no idea what it is? Here’s a
possibility: because it originated
in Britain, cricket is currently most
popular in former British colonies
like India and Australia.
The lengthy nature of a cricket
match may also contribute to the
sport’s comparative obscurity in
this country. Compared to a televised soccer match, which lasts
just under two hours, or a baseball
game, which runs for about three

hours, cricket matches make greater demands on viewers’ patience.
Consider the implications of the
following popular formats: “oneday cricket” and “five-day cricket.”
However, a new form of cricket
has recently been introduced. It
is called “20-20,” or T-20, and it
lasts just three to four hours per
game. This new model makes the
sport more marketable, and seems
destined to win greater attention
from the American public. An exhibition match between New Zealand
and Sri Lanka was held on United
States soil for the first time, and it
met with widespread excitement
and approval.
Cricket is slowly gaining popularity in the U.S., and LUCO’s
members are hoping to use this
momentum to propel their group
forward. Mir says that by now they
have enough players to field a full
team, and they have already been
invited to tournaments at other
universities, like Miami University

in Oxford, Ohio. Next year, with
regular practices, they may be able
to compete.
One of LUCO’s biggest investments this year was the purchase
of an artificial pitch made of jute.
This is a large rectangular mat,
which in the future the players
hope to be able to move to Whiting
Field for practices during fall and
spring terms.
Using the larger field would be
extremely important for the team,
because it would allow them to
begin practicing with — instead
of a tennis ball — a ball of regulation size and hardness, the use of
which is a prerequisite for participation in other tournaments.
Though LUCO has finished its
official meetings for the year, you
may still see them out on a sunny
day, and if you’re lucky, perhaps
you’ll get to bowl.

From our kitchen to yours The Watson Diaries: The next step
by Anneliese Abney, chef

German rhubarbcrumb cake
Rhubarb is so delicious! Aside
from asparagus, rhubarb may
be my favorite of the produce
that spring has to offer. I love
the tangy sweetness that is so
unique to this vegetable masquerading as a fruit. This is a
traditional German recipe. The
cake batter is called “Rührteig,”
and forms the base for a number of different cake recipes. I
recommend serving this particular version with a bit of whipped
cream and an iced coffee or
tea — especially since it’s been
so wonderfully hot for the last
few days!
Ingredients:
1 pound rhubarb, chopped
For the batter:
1 1/8 cups butter or margarine
1 1/8 cups sugar
2 eggs
4 3/8 cups flour
3 teaspoons of baking powder
2 teaspoons of vanilla sugar
(made by scraping a couple
vanilla beans, placing the bean
and scrapings in 2 cups of granulated sugar, and letting it sit
for at least one week)
For the crumbs:
1 cup butter or margarine
1 cup sugar
some cinnamon (I love cinnamon, so I recommend a generous amount)
1/2 cup ground almonds
2 5/8 cups flour
What to do:
Preheat oven to 325 degrees
Fahrenheit.
First, make the Rührteig. Get
out the ingredients — it’s best
if they are all at a similar temperature. With a whisk or mixer,
beat the butter until it’s foamy,
then add 2/3 of the sugar
and dissolve it through mix-

ing. Separate the eggs, making
sure to place the egg whites in
another bowl for later. The egg
yolks are added to the butter
and mixed in until the mixture
is golden — yellow and thick.
Sift in the flour and mix until
just combined.
In your other bowl, beat the
egg whites until they form a
stiff foam and add the rest of
the sugar. Combine with the
batter in stages, taking at first
only a little of the egg whites
and mixing it in, before mixing
in the rest of it. This batter is a
bit crumbly, so just place it on a
greased baking sheet and press
it down.
Take the chopped rhubarb and
spread it out on the dough,
sprinkling the vanilla sugar on
top.
Now it’s time to make the
crumbs! In a bowl, combine
the softened butter, sugar, cinnamon, ground almonds and
flour until they clump up into
crumbles. Sprinkle these atop
the rhubarb layer.
Bake the cake at 325 degrees
Fahrenheit for approximately
45-50 minutes. Let cool slightly.
Guten Appetit!

Alex Winter
for The Lawrentian

Graduating senior Alex Winter
was awarded a $25,000 fellowship from the Thomas J. Watson
Foundation to fund a year of independent study and travel outside
the United States to research a
topic of his choosing. Winter, whose
life-long passion for video games
was kindled at the tender age
of five, will be studying interactive entertainment in parts of the
world where video gaming holds
a prominent position in popular
culture. His proposal, “Video Game
Culture Studies in East Asia, Korea,
China and Japan,” will explore how
social gaming in the digital age
has brought global communities
together.
Pretend you’re a character
from “Lost.” You’re about to be
stranded on a strange island with
strange rules for one year — up to
six if the writers like you. You can
take one thing from your “magic
box of anything.” This will be the
only thing you have for a year to
keep you busy, happy, alive and
sane.
What was the first thing that
came to mind? Survival gear? A
book or journal? A friend and
trusty guide? The “magic box of
anything” itself? That’s probably
the sensible answer, but I would
take a coconut-powered computer.
The Watson Fellowship essentially asks you to answer that question, explain why, and prove that
you could make it work.
That wasn’t what I said at first,
though. I pretty much wanted to
say “encyclopedia.” It sounded
big and smart, whereas coconut
computer sounded too “Gilligan’s
Island.” It’s also what we expect at
Lawrence: rigorous academics.
I spent five, almost six months
on and off researching a topic,
budgeting expenses and making
calls or consulting subject and
Watson experts — thank you,

Martyn, Madhuri, Megan and Tim!
I liked my project academically, but that was it. I thought it
was what the Fellowship wanted to
hear, which seemed like the right
approach.
Two weeks before the deadline
I told someone my plan, and he
looked at me, eyebrow cocked, as
if I’d answered the island question
with, “I choose you, Encyclopedia
Brittanica!” Then he asked me, “If
you were on a desert island, could
you really read that for a year until
you were rescued?”
“If I had my conch-puter with
enough bananaRAM to play games,
yeah,” I said.
“So,” my friend said, “if that’s
what you’d be doing anyway, why
don’t you propose that? I mean,
nobody talks about video games
like you do.”
When those words landed, I
couldn’t stop grinning. For the first
time, I thought, “Here is something
I can do for an entire year and
know I will love doing it.”
So I ditched everything I’d done
and rewrote from the bottom up. I
spent the next two weeks furiously
researching my topic, budgeting
expenses, making phone calls and
consulting experts.
I took over most of my common room with sheets of paper,
books and cables — thanks for
being patient, David, Brent, Paul,
Dave! I was following my passion
and throwing my all into a huge
gamble at the 10th — okay, 11th...
maybe 12th — hour.
That may sound a bit strange,
and in some ways it is, but a
Watson Fellowship is supposed to
be about doing something you love
for a year, without assurance or
assistance.
Cleveland Johnson, the Director
of the Watson Foundation, told me,
“What you do for your project isn’t
as important to me as it is to you.
It’s mainly there to keep you from
going insane. What’s important to
me is that you use this experience
to develop yourself as an individual and leader.”

You aren’t allowed to associate
with a university — this is your
project, not some institution’s
which you carry out — you can’t
go to a country you’ve been to for
an extended period of time and
you aren’t allowed back in America
unless you are in serious medical
danger or someone in your immediate family has died.
The Watson, as far as I can
tell, is really about leaving behind
just about everything and starting
with nothing. I’ll share a line that
struck me from the last package
I received: “Because the Watson
Fellowship is awarded on your ability to be independent, resourceful,
and self-sustaining, it is our philosophy to offer minimal advice
as you plan and embark on your
fellowship.”
That is absolutely true. The
minimal advice could be boiled
down to “passports are important
and hard to replace,” a lesson I
learned once before at the London
Centre. By the way, I can’t recommend Lawrence’s London Program
strongly enough.
That said, for everything great
that the London Centre is, it is
still a part of Lawrence and our
fantastic bubble. You have classes,
are provided housing and do many
things together as a group. It’s difficult to push outside the Centre’s
comfortable barrier. The Watson is
the opposite: They don’t tell you
where to stay, you won’t know anyone when you arrive and the only
direction is self-direction.
Back to the island — I’m
sure I’d hunt and gather food for
myself, make a shelter and find
someone to talk with — maybe a
football I could name Spalding.
Even on the “Lost” island, I doubt
that I’d find a coconut-powered
computer.
And I can’t imagine finding
another fellowship quite like the
Watson that demands you do
something you love in order to
test yourself. It’s a challenge I can’t
wait to meet.

H E LP TH E EN V I RONM ENT.
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STAFF EDITORIAL

Summer reading

Community engagement
This year has seen substantial changes: the introduction of the Warch Campus
Center, revisions to the academic calendar, changes to the campus landscape, a
new freshman class and an ever-increasing number of prospective students. These
changes have elicited a wide range of responses from members of the Lawrence
community.
Students have been given perspective on our scope of influence through these
changes, allowing us to identify ways in which we can and cannot exercise our ambitions for the university.
For example, the academic calendar changes resulted in some unrest among
students. We feel that more transparency and dialog is needed in this process and
in other administrative decisions that greatly affect students. However, there are
significant measures already in place to elicit student input.
Many committees that make decisions akin to the academic calendar adjustments include students. LUCC frequently appoints these students and in relevant
cases should be responsible for ensuring they fulfill their duties.
Though students typically spend just four to five years at Lawrence, our time
here is sufficient to make a lasting impact on the direction of the institution.
Students are able to interact with faculty, staff and trustees on matters pertaining
to our experience; however, too few partake in these opportunities.
We suggest that Lawrentians — especially students who do not feel that the current opportunities for student engagement are adequate — take an initiative to find
new ways to participate in the campus community in order to increase the diversity
of viewpoints that are expressed.

Famous last words
J.B. Sivanich

Former Opinions & Editorials Editor

PHOTO
POLL

So this is my last column. Yes,
all good things must come to an
end — maybe even one day “Party
in the U.S.A.” will lose its shine...
maybe. For my last column, I was
thinking about just writing in my
typical style, maybe writing one
of the few column ideas that I
unfortunately didn’t get around to
— namely “I think Charles Barkley
is my biological father” and “I’m
way hotter than Jake Frederick,”
but, alas, time is a tricky thing.
I eventually decided to pass on
some of the small amount of wisdom I gained here over the last
four years as a way to compensate
for three terms of constant, vapid
self-promotion.
I was thinking about making
this into a graduation speech-type
thing, but I was a little weary of
that. Call me crazy, but I think it’s
a little presumptuous to force my
thoughts upon a bunch of people
who aren’t there just to listen to
my thoughts. What I like about
reading a column is that if you
don’t like it, or think there are too
many clichés or overused pop culture references, you can just put

it down — unless you are one of
my close friends and then you are
required to read it or risk a serious
round of guilt-tripping. I guess I’m
just not one of those people who
treats every public event like it’s
their third grade birthday party —
Brad Camp, I’m looking at you.
I also had some bad experiences with graduation speeches.
I went to my sister’s high school
graduation last year, and the president of her National Honor Society
spoke. He was giving a gym-house
of over 2,000 people life advice. It
was pretty typical stuff: He used
a metaphor about life being like
a balloon, but it failed like the
Hindenburg. When he started telling us that we should “be curious in life,” I thought of all of
the implications that come with
being the President of the National
Honor Society: endless studying —
even in classes that you don’t care
about — and no parties.
Then I identified the main
problem I had with this kid’s
speech: it’s pretty contradictory
to tell a room full of adults to “be
curious in life” when you’ve never
even tasted a PBR. No, I’m not suggesting that there is a correlation
between PBR and wisdom, because

there are many examples to the
contrary — I’m still looking at you,
Brad Camp. But I would feel comfortable saying PBR is one of our
culture’s acts of initiation — one
of the first unguided steps on the
road of wisdom, if you will.
And to be honest, I’ve never
felt particularly close to my senior
class, for whatever odd reason,
though there are a few seniors I
am fond of — you know what I’m
going to say: Brad Camp — so I
think maybe the best way I can use
this, my final column, is to give
advice to those who still have to
deal with the Lawrence bubble.
Basically what I have been trying to get across is that is I am
aware of the pitfalls of these types
of things — clichés, being shamelessly immodest, using too many
Lady Gaga references — and that
there will be some of those in the
following comments, but they’re
less my fault than inherent hitches
in the medium. So, forgive me.
I should also mention that I am
definitely one of the fallen, so just
because I say something does not
mean I don’t make the mistakes as
well. Anyway, here is my wisdom.
1. Choose classes based on the
professor teaching them. I was told
this as a freshman by some wise

See Adios on page 12
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Magdalena Waz
Colomnist

Read a book this summer. This
may seem like a pretty obvious
statement coming from me, or at
the very least, it has been on my
mind as I’ve written each of these
columns. But I’ve spent a lot of
time focusing on things that are
more ethereal — in other words,
things that don’t really seem to
matter.
Once you’ve finished reading
the new edition of Tropos, pick up
any book — preferably a good one,

but I don’t care if you end up reading the Twilight series. Just read
something.
Actually, two summers ago I
read most of the Twilight books
on the train. I borrowed them from
my friend’s ten-year-old cousin,
took the dust jackets off, and
stuffed the large yet unbelievably
light volumes into my bag.
It was great reading, but I spent
a lot of time contorting myself
into positions in uncomfortable
red and beige seats on the orange
line that would make it difficult for
anyone sitting next to me to even
identify the typeface.
The moral of the story should
probably be to not be ashamed of
the things you read, especially if
it makes your back hurt. But more
important for my purposes is that
I remember reading the Twilight
series not because it is good, but
because I remember the discomfort and the odd sort of pleasure
of reading something I probably
shouldn’t have.
I’m not suggesting that you
do this, especially if you already
have a book list for the summer.
If you don’t have a book list, make

See Summer on page 8

Farewell, Lawrence

Drew Baumgartner
Colomnist

Dear Drew,
It’s the last Lawrentian of the
term — any parting advice for us
underclassmen?
—A Freshman Farewell
Wow. It’s hard to believe it’s
almost over. I have so many opinions about how everyone should
behave to make my time here more
tolerable, but aside from keeping it
down when I’m trying to study or
write my column — cough cough,
everyone in the computer lab —
none of it really matters, as I’ll
no longer be around to enjoy the
benefits.

I suppose the fact that only my
mom reads my “advice” doesn’t
really yield any benefits, which
also helps to make that endeavor
seem kind of pointless.
Instead, I’d like to reflect on
the past four years. Maybe it’s a
little self-indulgent, but if people
really wanted me to give them
advice, they would have sent me
questions, so I figure it’s cool.
I’ve had several alum friends
visit in the past couple weeks,
and they’ve all been shocked at
the changes on campus since
they’ve left. Granted, the campus
center has changed the way campus works pretty dramatically, but
that was only the most obvious
example of what’s changed since
they left.
Depending on when they left,
some were surprised by the new
furniture in many of the buildings, others by the revolving door
of businesses open on College
Avenue. All of them, however,
remarked upon the unfamiliar
faces on campus.
I never invested that much of
my experience in what buildings

See Farewell on page 11

“Neel’s celery special.”
—Neel Patel

“Shrimp, seafood and shell fish in
general.”
—Emily Hjalmarson

“Beer.”
—Rebecca Hamlyn
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Letters to the Editor
There is a problem here
at Lawrence. We like to call it
“creeping apathy” because, like
creeping vines, it is very pervasive. People tend to ignore it
because it’s daunting to overcome.
But the attitudes it shapes
work their way into our communal culture: Deference to
authority. Unwillingness to
stand apart from the crowd —
even when not doing so means
perpetuating injustice. An
attitude that we as citizens are
powerless to make change. A
plethora of excuses, most based
on our heavy workload. A naïve
assumption that someone else
will take the initiative to bring
about necessary change.
And sometimes, true apathy: a choice to simply not care,
because it is easier to ignore
problems than to deal with
them.
This may seem an unjustifiably harsh accusation. After
all, there are many groups on
campus working toward solving environmental, political
and social problems. But while
they are doing great work, the
Lawrentians involved in these
clubs comprise only a small portion of Lawrence’s community.
Many of us are rarely aware of
the events they organize.
Creeping apathy can only be
eradicated by an overall change
in the attitudes of the Lawrence
community. Lawrence does not
lack activism itself, but rather
the culture of activism: the attitude that change is important
and attainable, and that we have
a responsibility to affect it.
Why do we think that this
culture of activism is important?
Because the world is rife with
tremendous problems that are
not being adequately addressed.
We don’t need to list the things
that are wrong in the world —
we can all agree that there are
far too many.
However, too few people are

actually working to change this.
Too many of us are victims of
creeping apathy and are leaving
the problems unaddressed. As
young people at Lawrence, we
have the power and the responsibility to at least attempt to
alleviate some of the problems
facing our generation. We must
decide to make a difference... or
to not.
The Activism Catalyst Team,
a newly-formed student group
dedicated to encouraging activism, urges you to step up to
the plate by accepting the OneHour-a-Week Challenge: Spend
just one hour a week doing
something that makes the world
a better place.
This could include discussing hot topics among people
with differing viewpoints, volunteering or becoming better
informed. If every Lawrentian
does this, we will collectively
spend 74,308 hours per calendar year making the world a
better place!
—Marika Straw ‘13 and
Adam Kranz ‘13

Early last week, many
students across campus were
saddened to learn that Emily
Bowles will no longer be teaching at Lawrence after this
year. For the past four years,
Emily has taught courses
in the Gender Studies and
English Departments, as well as
Freshman Studies.
For me, this was a total
downer to my final spring term
at Lawrence. I met Emily during
my sophomore year while questioning my career at Lawrence.
Within two weeks of Intro to
Gender Studies with Emily, I was
sold.
Since then, Emily has been
a major source of faculty support for me at Lawrence — even
advising my Senior Capstone. In
the classroom, Emily is phenom-

enal at engaging her students in
the material, facilitating enlightening discussion and encouraging students to pursue their
interests beyond what is offered
in the course.
As a mentor, Emily has
been intensely supportive and
available to address concerns,
both intellectual and personal.
I cannot count how many times
I have enjoyably found myself
sitting somewhere with Emily,
drinking coffee and discussing topics relevant to modern
college-aged feminists.
I am having trouble accepting that future Lawrence students like me will never have
the opportunity to learn with
someone so influential. Thank
you, Emily; you will be sorely
missed.
—Cora Keene ‘10

Emily has been a true
teacher, mentor and friend. My
understanding of feminism and
gender issues has been significantly shaped by a few women,
and Emily is certainly among the
most influential.
Emily has always made me
feel that she values my opinion,
even if I am her student — she
asks for feedback and takes it
to heart with a rare sincerity.
She has always provided a safe
space for people to question
their assumptions about personal or social issues, both in class
and in one-on-one settings.
Emily refuses to allow political correctness to define her
thoughts on feminist issues,
while also challenging individuals to think outside of their
assumptions. Emily has challenged me in this way not only
in my personal life but also in
my academic career.
Her focus is always understanding — she is the rare
teacher who knows that at the
end of the day, the thing that

matters most is whether she
made her students think.
She exemplifies the concept
that even if we cannot agree, we
can always respect each other
and understand each other’s
positions. What Emily has
taught me transcends classroom
life even as it applies to it, and
the lessons I’ve learned from
being her student and friend
will go with me after Lawrence.
—Jessica Newsome ‘10

The first time I met Emily
Bowles, I was a terrified 18-yearold heading to my very first
college class — my first day of
Freshman Studies. Emily’s class
was everything I could have
hoped for and more. She was
warm, funny, and immediately
set all of us at ease.
I can’t imagine Freshman
Studies is an easy class to teach,
yet Emily managed to engage all
of us, no matter what level of
preparedness we were coming in
with. I remember sitting in her
class being sure that Lawrence
had to be the right school for
me if it offered classes like this.
I’ve taken four more classes
with her since then and my
opinion of her both as a teacher
and as a person has only grown
since. She treats her students
with an enormous amount of
trust and respect, making me
want to offer her 110 percent
in return. She has been both a
friend and an instructor to me
over the past four years, offering everything from academic
guidance to someone to share
my coffee addiction with.
Now I’m taking my last
classes at Lawrence, and Emily’s
teaching her last term as well.
While the symmetry of that is, I
suppose, interesting, I feel sorry
for next year’s freshmen, who
won’t get a chance to have her
as a professor. I’m truly sorry
to hear that she won’t be com-

ing back to Lawrence next year,
and equally grateful that I got a
chance to get to know her while
she was here. Thank you, Emily,
for a wonderful four years.
—Rebecca Hayes ‘10

When I think of my educational experiences at Lawrence
University, my favorite memories are rooted in a renewed
sense of education. As a gender
studies major I am constantly
adjusting my feminist lens and
adjusting my focus.
Emily is an integral influence on my feminist maturity.
Her eagerness to combine women’s studies and gender studies
in the classroom allowed for a
unique contemplative environment. I never believed that the
term ‘feminist’ should be one
of limitation or alienation, but
rather one of inclusion. Emily
included everything in her feminist outlook, which expanded
conversation.
Her academic conversational
demeanor developed my feminist voice. Key to her classroom
success is her ability to connect
individually with everyone in the
classroom. Not only is a she an
educated feminist role model,
she is a charismatic English professor. Her passion exudes in
the element of every classroom
discussion, and her unique
interpretative lens single-handedly enables students to engage
in analysis together.
She views students as vessels of knowledge and her
willingness to press exhausted
themes distinguishes Emily as
a literary scholar and liberal
arts educator. Her presence on
campus will be missed and definitely noticed.
—Sam Smith, ‘12

CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
BRAD HIETPAS Prop.

Located on the corner of WASHINGTON and DURKEE
Phone 920-739-1805
Appleton, WI

“Mantu.”

“A Chicago deep dish.”

—Hashim A. Morad

—Tanuja Devaraj and Sarist
Macksasitorn

“My boyfriend’s stir-fry.”

“Carrots."

—Mary Lawler

— Alison Thompson

The opinions expressed in
these editorials are those
of the students, faculty
and community members
who submitted them. All
facts are as provided by
the authors. The Lawrentian
does not endorse any opinions piece except for the
staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian
welcomes everyone to
submit their own opinions
using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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Mêlée Dance Troupe puts on “Tenacious” final show
Katie Kasper
Layout Editor

Very few things have the ability
to brighten one’s day like dancing.
And if you can’t dance, the next
best thing is watching people that
can, which is exactly what I did last
Sunday afternoon at Mêlée Dance
Troupe’s spring show, “Tenacious
D(ance).”
Mêlée Dance Troupe is a student organization that puts on
a show every spring. Rehearsals
begin during winter term and anyone is welcome to participate.
This year’s show included a
wide variety of genres and talents.
Although the show got off to a
rough start with “Oh So Quiet” —
the choreography was creative but
the dancers weren’t quite together
— it quickly picked up with the
matrix-imitating moves in “Time is
Running Out.”
After learning that the organization is open to anyone from any
dance background, I was shocked
at the impressive choreography
and the precision with which it was

performed.
The most enjoyable performances were “Eine Kleine
Nachtmusik” and “St. Mary’s Home
for the Weary.” Both incorporated
humor and won much praise and
laughter from the audience.
In “Eine Kleine Nachtmusik,”
the dancers donned all-black outfits with white gloves and entered
the stage as a group while moving their hands like a train. The
choreography continued to clash
but somehow perfectly align with
Mozart’s classical piece, including
moves such as spastic jumping
and cowboy imitations. But the
most amazing feat in this performance was the serious face each
dancer maintained.
“St. Mary’s Home for the
Weary” began with two dancers,
Kyle Brauer and Clare Bohrer,
dressed as old folks walking down
the audience isles and complaining
about something-or-other. When
they reached the stage, three other
dancers joined them: two were
also dressed as old people and one
as a nurse. The performance was
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hilarious and ended in sore joints
for the old folks and a shrug from
the nurse.
While the dancing was impressive, the show wouldn’t have been
half as good without the lighting effects. During “You’ll Find
a Way,” the break-dancing moves
were enhanced by a strobe light.
Another effect used in several
performances was the silhouett-

ing of the dancers. This effect
took Emily Galvin’s belly dancing
routine to a whole new level of
intrigue.
However, some of the performances, like Galvin’s “Tribal
Fusion” and the rhythmic “Stomp”
drill, were crowd-pleasing at first
but went on too long to maintain
interest.
Other than these minor set-

backs, “Tenacious D(ance)” was
a success. The show was just the
right amount of time and ended
with the perfect finale that brought
closure to the event and let me out
into the world with a smile.
After all, who wouldn’t be
uplifted by Lawrence’s most
enthusiastic dance crew performing Leslie Hall’s “Tight Pants/Body
Rolls”?

“Murder in Green Meadows” prepares for a thrilling opening weekend
Kristi Ruff
Staff Writer

Gunshots. Swearing. Deceit.
Adultery.
Binge
drinking.
Emotional abuse. Mental breakdowns. Inappropriate touching.
Gambling. Murder.
Now that I’ve caught your
attention, I’d like to inform you
that all of these elements are present in the LU Theatre Arts production of Douglas Post’s melodrama
“Murder in Green Meadows.” What
more you could possibly ask for
from a play?
The show, directed by
Professor of Theatre Arts Timothy
X. Troy, will open in Cloak Theatre
this Friday night, May 28, at 10:30

Summer

continued from page 6

a book list. Think of it like
you would think of a Netflix
queue.
It’s a sort of ultimate
wish list for when you have
unlimited time. You will be
a little bit closer to having
unlimited time in the summer — notice how I’m skirting the issue of you perhaps
not wanting to read after
a grueling nine months of
homework.
I’ve heard excuses from
people — who are older
than me — that amount
to something that sounds
like, “I’ve lived for far too
long to bother with things
I don’t like doing. If I don’t
like a book, I won’t read it.
And if I don’t want to read,
I won’t do it.”
We should not share
this sentiment because we
are too young to assume
that we know ourselves
well enough to know what
we will like before giving
it a shot. I actually do this
often with music and consequently end up listening
to bands I end up loving

p.m., with additional performances
Saturday at 3 and 8 p.m.
Maybe you’ve seen the posters
up around campus — you know,
the ones with the perfect, rolling green hills and a thoroughly
modern white home that looks like
something only an architect could
live in?
The picture lulls you into a
false sense of security, making you
wonder what could possibly go
wrong in a setting so picturesque.
This weekend, however, you’ll find
out that just about everything can
get turned upside-down, and in the
most unimaginable ways.
The play features four main
characters: Joan and Thomas
Devereaux, played by Katie
Cravens and Kyle Brauer, and

months after I’ve got them
on my iPod.
I know this is stupid.
It’s difficult to write these
things without sounding
like a concerned parent.
I don’t want to make
you hate me because all I
seem to be doing is nagging. I’ve seen firsthand
what happened to someone
who kept being told to read
George Orwell’s “1984” —
he didn’t read it.
There’s no argument in
trying to convince people
that they must read for
something akin to intellectual development or the
ability to say clever things
at cocktail parties — during
which they’ll also be able to
discuss investments.
But it is impossible to
describe the feeling of not
feeling your body — even
when it is doing everything
it can to hide that embarrassing book — when you’re
reading. It is impossible to
describe the joy felt at seeing the thoughts of another
person — things that are
supposed to be transient
for the most part — preserved on a page.

their neighbors Carolyn and Jeff
Symons, played by Erika Thiede
and Nate Peterson.
As the two couples get to know
each other after the Devereaux’s
move to Green Meadows, they
become intertwined in very different ways, causing plenty of tension
and suspense.
While the play is probably new
to most students, it is well-known
by the many students who have
taken Troy’s Playscript Analysis
class; this play has been on its syllabus for about ten years.
This gives the performance
special significance. Professor
Troy pointed out that it is “different from other productions...
there will be about 60 people in the
audience who are actually familiar

with it.”
Brauer mentioned that this
familiarity puts more pressure on
the actors, since the audience will
be more invested in the show and
will “already have ideas about how
they think the characters should
be played.”
The actors have done a wonderful job in rehearsals so far, and
they spent this last week with the
tech crew, running parts of the
show for continuity, fluency and
accuracy
When you go, pay attention to
each character’s personality, and
notice how brilliantly the actors
portray their roles: the compliant
Joan, the cold, calculating Thomas,
the happy-go-lucky Jeff and the
clever Carolyn.

Whether or not you took
Playscript Analysis, you are sure
to enjoy this so-called “horrorfest.” The drama will pull you in
right from the get-go as the events
unfold, never releasing its hold
until it has thoroughly taught you
a lesson about the consequences
of cheating, revenge and retribution.
This “psychological thriller
for the stage” shows that problems like infidelity, conspiracy,
and murder are not just events
in movies. They can occur in our
own backyards, tearing down the
false facade of perfection known
as suburbia.

TV is the answer: Beth changes the channel
Beth Carpenter
Staff Writer

Like this latest cycle of
“America’s Next Top Model,” my
time of writing about television
for The Lawrentian has come to
an end. However, just as a new
season will inevitably start up in
the fall, so too will a new writer
fill this space. And that writer will
probably be less obsessed with
Tyra Banks than me, which may be
a boon for all of you.
However, that time has not
yet come, so you’ll have to suffer
through one more week of my
profound affection for that crazy
woman, which may be bordering
on some sort of disability. We’re all
in this together.
I think Tyra Banks should
come to Lawrence to be a speaker.
Quite frankly, I think she should
come every year. Her wisdom cannot go overlooked any longer, and
I think it’s practically criminal that
we’ve been denied a Tyra Banks
convocation for so long.
As Lawrence students need to

learn about time management and
multi-tasking, there is no one more
qualified to speak on the subject
than Ms. Banks. She runs her own
company, Bankable Productions,
and has a talk show in addition to
her “successful” reality television
show.
She even tried a music career
and cried about it on national
television, and she also has several
movies under her belt. The movies “Lifesize” and “Coyote Ugly”
were both clearly snubbed by the
Oscars, but she made a memorable
cameo in that Miley Cyrus movie
that came out last year. Tyra Banks
does it all, and she’s not even as
famous as Oprah Winfrey.
So it’s time to recognize the
woman for all of her achievements.
She has contributed more to television than most stars hope to in
a lifetime. On her talk show, she
exposes the cruelties of homelessness by spending a day in the life
of a homeless person. She wore a
fat suit to find out if she would be
treated differently.
And twice a year, she gives

thirteen girls a makeover and usually yells at them for their ungratefulness. Tyra is all about humanity
— teaching us proper behavior and
exposing inequity.
Tyra is also all about being
real. She confronted comedian
Kathy Griffin for implying that
she occasionally puts on a facade,
and she will even tell you herself
that she’s as real as they come.
You can take her word for it; she’s
being real.
Tyra Banks speaks to the people. She would be able to relate
to Lawrence students well, and if
I’m wrong, she would at least be
able to talk about herself for an
hour. Trust me, learning about her
fear of dolphins is something we
should all be anxious to hear.
I think it’s rare to take Tyra
on as a bastion of morality and
excellence, but I think she speaks
to today’s world in a unique voice,
and she’s exactly the way I’d like
to say farewell to my stint as
TV columnist for The Lawrentian.
Thanks for reading.

Correction
In “Inspector Owl brings danceable, nostalgic pop to LU-Aroo,” printed in the May 21 edition of The
Lawrentian, it was reported that LU-Aroo was a fully SOUP-sponsored event. Peter Mohr ‘12 actually
organized the event and received the necessary funding from LUCC. SOUP covered a portion of the costs
that LUCC that could not cover.
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“The [End] of Something”: Voxtrot stops by Lawrence on farewell tour
Tom Pilcher and Ana Kennedy

Arts & Entertainment Editor and for The Lawrentian

Editor’s note: I play drums in the
band that opened for Voxtrot, but
I couldn’t pass up the opportunity
to write about one of my favorite
bands, so Ana Kennedy worked
with me on this piece.
Saying goodbye is never easy. If
I ever doubted that, cliché, Austin,
Texas-based indie-pop quintet
Voxtrot reminded me of its truth
at their concert in the Esch Studio
last Saturday night, May 22.
Even with Le Brawl, Mêlée’s
spring dance show and Shack-AThon all going on too, students
and community members alike
packed the space to create a truly
fantastic, albeit bittersweet, sendoff for the much-loved quintet.
The group first made waves
in 2005 with the EP “Raised By
Wolves,” and followed that with
two more in 2006, “Mothers,
Daughters, Sisters, and Wives” and
“Your Biggest Fan.”
These three excellent releases
invited loving comparisons to The
Smiths, The Housemartins and
Belle & Sebastian, and their growing fan base, largely influenced by

music blogs, eagerly awaited the
arrival of their debut full-length LP.
That LP, the self-titled
“Voxtrot” was a simmering, subtle
and thoughtful disc, and the May
22 show at Lawrence marked three
years since its release in 2007.
The concert itself was a fitting
display of the band’s musical talent, articulate lyricism and charismatic stage presence, all of which
have garnered critical acclaim and
a fiercely loyal fan base.
Fronted by the charming
and hilarious Ramesh Srivastava
on guitar and piano, the quintet
packed the set with old favorites
from their numerous EP releases.
The clean, trebly guitars and
the warm bass tones that populate
their releases all came out beautifully during their hour-long set.
The coda to “Raised By Wolves”
sounded just as shimmering as it
did on record, and the enthusiastic
fans in the front — the two of us
included — shouted along to every
word.
In one of the last tunes before
the encore, Srivastava introduced
their boppy breakout single “The
Start of Something” as “one of the
oldest Voxtrot songs.”
However, in the capable

Artist Spotlight:
Susanna Valleau
Molly Wilson
Staff Writer

It appears that we have
come to this year’s last issue
of The Lawrentian, so it only
seems reasonable we find
someone for the final Artist
Spotlight who plays the biggest instrument around: the
organ.
Not only does senior
Susanna Valleau wield a huge
organ with ease, but she
also manages to channel her
impressive musicality and
intelligent playing through
the mammoth instrument.
This organ performance
major and math minor got
her start playing piano in her
hometown of Andover, Mass.
In seventh grade, Valleau’s
church organist told her
mother she should be taking
lessons because she was tall
enough to reach the organ’s
pedals.
Valleau laughed when
recounting the story, remembering how she rejected the
idea. During her junior year of
high school, she approached
her church’s new more inspiring organist and asked for
lessons.
Here at Lawrence, Valleau
has played in numerous organ
and keyboard recitals in addition to frequently accompanying others on the harpsichord.
She also received second place
in both the 2009 and 2010
American Guild of Organists’
Contest.
Now she gets to play
her own recital this Sunday,
May 30 at 8 p.m. in the cha-
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pel. She’ll be playing Bach,
Mendelssohn, Duprès, Alain,
Buxtehude and a Handel
organ concerto with a string
quartet.
You may have noticed a
flurry of early music on that
program, which Valleau cites
as her favorite kind of music
because she likes the “dissonances and nuances of the
time.”
She’ll also be playing in
the upcoming baccalaureate
ceremony and the commencement concert, and after that
Valleau is heading to Seattle
to attend the University of
Washington for graduate
school.
Her hopes for after grad
school? Valleau giggled as she
said, “I don’t know... make a
living as an organist? I just
want to do what I want to do.”
So before Valleau heads
off to the Pacific Northwest,
make sure you catch the awesome spectacle that will be
her recital. See you Sunday!

hands of Srivastava, bassist Jason
Chronis, guitarist Mitch Calvert,
drummer Matt Simon and keyboard player Jared Van Fleet, “The
Start of Something” sounded just
refreshing and poignant as it did
back in 2005.
The
sweeping,
melodic
“Wrecking Force” that closes the
“Raised By Wolves” EP and the
more aggressive “Kid Gloves” from
the full-length “Voxtrot” also stood
out during the show.
Since the lukewarm critical
reception of “Voxtrot,” the band
released a few singles and a 7” last
summer, the wanderlust-inducing
“Berlin, Without Return.” On April
21, 2010, a few days after Band
Booking Committee confirmed
their appearance on campus,
Voxtrot announced that this string
of shows, including appearances
in New York, Washington, D.C.,
Austin, and Los Angeles, would
be its last as part of the “Goodbye
Cruel World” tour.
Srivastava wrote a heartfelt note on the band’s website,
expressing appreciation as well as
restlessness: “Being in Voxtrot has
been wonderful and amazing, but
it is only one chapter in the book.”
During their visit, the guys
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genuinely appreciated every compliment and autograph request.
They visited the SLUG potluck,
went to happy hour at the VR and
ended the night by playing a game
of basketball on Boldt Way.
They posed for photos after
the show and generously complimented campus openers The
Debutantes. Their energy transcended the stage, and their magnetic presence affected everyone
they spoke to and every place they
went.
Many fans expressed a sense
of disappointment at this breakup;

Voxtrot was the rare type of band
that affected listeners in an emotional, immediate and lasting way.
The band will be sincerely missed,
but there will undoubtedly be support for the band member’s forthcoming musical projects.
The “Goodbye Cruel World”
tour will end with a sold-out
show at New York City’s Bowery
Ballroom on June 26. Lawrence was
truly lucky for the opportunity to
be part of this tour, and hosting
Voxtrot and hearing them play one
of their final sets was, to say the
least, a privilege.

Jazz bands feature seniors at lively final concert
Greg Peterson
Co-Sports Editor

The Lawrence University jazz
bands put together a crowdpleasing show last Friday in the
Lawrence Memorial Chapel.
The Lawrence University Jazz
Band opened its set with “Fly By
Romance,” a straight-ahead swing
arrangement of a Rodgers and Hart
tune. While the horns played energetically, the melodic lines lacked
clarity at times and the band’s
sound was muddled in the most
complicated sections.
The highlight of the Jazz
Band’s set was “Piré,” an AfroLatin piece driven by the band’s
three percussionists. On drumset,
freshman Patrick Marschke kept
the beat lively and exciting, but the
extra color added by Sam Lewin’s
congas and Kristin Olson’s cowbell
was the key to the groove that
accompanied strong solos by saxophonist Cary Foxx and trumpeter
Rob Goodwin.
The guitar solo by Jake Fisher
on the band’s last piece, “Wyrgly,”
was excellent as well.
In a softer moment on the
Dave Rivello-composed “Chorale,”
a short solo by bassist Harrison
Keeshin stood out in its vulnerability. Gently underscored by Carl
Kennedy’s muted piano chords
and lasting only a few moments,
Keeshin’s solo was excellent and
grabbed the audience’s attention,
ending seemingly just after it
began.
While the band played well,
the audience was distracted by
the introductions given by director Patty Darling, who frequently
over-introduced pieces and even
went so far as to describe “Fly By
Romance” as “extremely difficult.”
In contrast to the overly talkative Darling was Fred Sturm, the
director of the Lawrence University
Jazz Ensemble. Keeping his introductions to a minimum and choosing instead to crack the occasional
joke — his opening speech concluded with a declaration to the
Jazz Band that “this means war!”
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— Sturm kept the atmosphere both
relaxed and professional, allowing
the music to speak for itself.
Like the Jazz Band, LUJE began
with a straight-ahead swing tune,
but LUJE’s playing retained the
energy of the first band’s set and
added remarkable clarity to the
melodic lines. On that first piece,
“Friday Night at the Cadillac Club,”
and on the appropriately-named
“Happy Song,” the band played
with vigor and precision.
“Happy Song,” a selection
from composer Bob Bruckmeyer’s
“Spirit Music,” featured extended
solos by seniors Paul Dietrich and
Dan Watkins. Dietrich’s trumpet
solo, which came first, was very
strong, but Watkins one-upped his
fellow senior with a highly enjoyable soprano saxophone solo over
a bouncy ostinato from the rhythm
section.
The rhythm section, composed
of pianist Dario LaPoma, percussionist Andrew Green and bassist
Brian Courage, displayed a great
deal of sensitivity and seemed
incredibly comfortable with each
other onstage. It was remarkable
to hear a rhythm section that displayed this degree of give-andtake, and the trio should be commended for their flexibility.
LUJE also premiered “Beautiful
Medium,” a work by composition
major Carl Kennedy. Kennedy used
flugelhorn, muted trumpets and
vocalise syllables, sung by senior
vocal performance major Patty
LeClair, to create a hypnotic groove
that reflected well on Kennedy’s
potential as a jazz composer.

Closing the concert was
“Splatch,” a Sturm-arranged chart
that served as a chance for five
other seniors to perform solos. The
extended solo section showcased
a wide array of styles, ranging
from the take-no-prisoners attack
of trumpeter Drew Baumgartner
to the trombone work of Erik
Anderson, which was at times reminiscent of a Central Asian caravan.
Again, the rhythm section contributed heavily to the versatility
of the piece’s solo section; LaPoma
played piano and jazz organ simultaneously at one point.
LaPoma, pianist Joe Strachan,
Green, percussionist Tristan
Renfrow and Courage provided a
strong rotation at the three primary instruments, while guitarist Mark Hirsch and percussionist
Katrina Shore added color and
made the rhythm section the
ensemble’s strong point.
The audience was very pleased
with LUJE’s excellent set. By the
end of the night, the crowd was
relaxed enough to laugh heavily at
small things, like the expression
on Sturm’s face when he described
Watkins as being “from North
Dakota.”
The relaxed atmosphere was
the clearest result of a strong night
for the Lawrence jazz bands —
both ensembles had fun playing
their sets, and the fun was contagious.
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Senior athletes of the week
by Alyssa Onan

I asked each of these senior athletes what some of their favorite memories from their athletic experiences at Lawrence have been, what
they will miss most about Lawrence and what their plans are for after graduation.

Margaret Rhatican: Volleyball
My favorite memories of my athletic experiences at Lawrence center around the relationships I
developed with my teammates.
Since our first night on campus freshman year, the women’s
basketball veterans corralled us
freshman recruits to hang out
together — and those freshmen
from four years ago are my best

friends to this very day. The experiences I’ve had with my teammates from the basketball and
volleyball teams — games won
and lost, dance parties in the
locker room, the bus ride home
from Grinnell in a white-out blizzard with the men’s and women’s
basketball teams crammed on
one bus, not getting home until
4 a.m. and then trying to find a

Peter Kilkuskie: Fencing
Being on the fencing team at
Lawrence has been a great experience. Probably the coolest thing
is getting to compete against

Division I athletes all the time,
really getting a challenge. Some
of my favorite memories include
beating fencers from Ohio State.
It was a great feeling, knowing

place to park on campus, trips
to Bjorklunden, volleyball preseason hydration, earning street
cred together — I wouldn’t trade
this for anything. Playing collegiate sports was the best decision I ever made; the experiences, life lessons and life skills
are priceless and will stay with
me for the rest of my days. I’d
like to thank Coach Proctor, who
wouldn’t leave me alone until I
realized that Lawrence was the

perfect fit for me. I’d like to
thank my teammates for the time
we’ve had together — I love every
single one of you. As for my
future plans, I’ll be in D.C. working for an anti-sex trafficking
non-profit called Shared Hope
International, missing Lawrence
and those who remain and enjoying my — as defined in my firstever Freshman Studies lecture in
September 2006 — liminality.

that I somehow pulled that off.
Also, being seeded in the top
20 at conference my senior year
was pretty cool. I’ll miss all my
close friends and awesome professors here at Lawrence. I will
miss having such a close squad

of guys to fence with, and people that I know I can test my
mettle against. After graduation,
I am going to be working for a
year in a science lab setting, and
then hopefully entering graduate
school in the fall of 2011.
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Amanda Follett: Women’s Soccer
My favorite part of playing soccer
at Lawrence has always been pre-

season. Who can forget the month
of three-a-days, the bacon/ice
cream social, team meals, “warm

fuzzies” and Beth’s cooking, and
the trips to Bjorklunden.
I will miss more things about
Lawrence than I can name: Bones,
DJ $crilla, Pilates classes, the
Jesus table, P90x, Wine Tutorial,

Cinnamon, the Chicken Suit and
Wisconsin Beer Bombs, to name
a few. After graduation, I plan to
take a year off while applying to
graduate school.
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Jamie DeMatthew: Men’s Basketball
I’ve been lucky to be part of two
conference championship teams
and have been able to make
two trips to the NCAA National
Tournament. Most of the things
that I will remember are things
that didn’t even happen on the
court, and that’s a testament to
the guys and girls — our managers and trainers — that have been

a part of the Lawrence basketball family. However, my favorite
basketball-related memory was
my sophomore year when we
beat Carroll in the conference
tournament championship game
at Alexander Gymnasium. We
were down by 18 points in the
second half and battled back to
force overtime where we eventually won and earned a spot

in the NCAA tournament. The
atmosphere at Alexander was
insane and I still get the chills
thinking about that game. I won’t
miss the strict fireworks regulations around Hiett Hall. But on
a serious note, I’ll miss seeing
my roommates everyday. They’ve
become my best friends and I’d
be lying if I said it won’t be
weird not being around them all
the time. I’m also going to miss
the college lifestyle. This is the

only time of our lives where it’s
acceptable to lay around all day,
do nothing and then go out and
have fun. I’m planning on attending Cardinal Stritch University in
Milwaukee for grad school. I’ll be
pursuing my master’s in sports
management. I also will be working at my high school in Racine,
St. Catherine’s, as some type of
assistant in the athletic department and I will be helping coach
basketball as well.
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Continued on page 11

Rambling off the roof
Torrin Thatcher
Columnist

Well, all good things must come
to an end, right? Seeing that this is
my last column, it seems like time
to submit a farewell address. Well,
maybe not so much an address as
more of a virtuoso performance
that will make everyone to remember me forever.
That would seem like a good
idea, but I’d rather write that on
my deathbed.
So, in lieu of that, I’m going to
talk about how much sports have
shaped my life. That seems like a
fitting way to finish out my stay on
these pages.
I don’t know how I began to
love sports, but it definitely had a
lot to do with my mother. With the
passing of my father when I was
only five years old, my mother had
to adopt the “sports figure” role
that most people’s dads fill.

My mother must have had
some time on her hands, as she
was able to coach my sisters’ baseball and basketball teams, take
me to hockey, baseball, basketball
and football practices, and attend
a good chunk of her three kids’
games.
A funny story from many years
ago: I had a basketball game in
Elkhorn, but I accidentally told my
mom that morning we were playing in East Troy.
I didn’t realize my mistake at
all until I didn’t see my mom in
the stands at all during the game.
I called her after the game, and
she told me that she and my older
sister had spent a good amount of
time driving around East Troy in
search of my game.
Whoops. Sorry, Mom.
Growing up on a dairy farm
didn’t provide me with many evening opportunities to hang out
with the kids on the street, so
I spent a lot of time watching

sports. Without ESPN — we were
out in the country — I had to
resort to the local Milwaukee and
Madison nightly sports reports.
During Packer games, I would
have a clipboard and paper to
write down stats and notes that
I wanted to remember about the
game. When I wasn’t needed during milking in the barn, I could
catch about 45 minutes or so of a
game on TV.
During the summer time of
being in the fields, Bob Uecker’s
voice could be heard on the television, and racing home after the
10:30 church service to catch kickoff was always really important.
In 1996, when the Packers were
set to play the Dallas Cowboys
in the NFC Championship game,
there was a birthday party we “had
to go to” in West Allis at a restaurant. That “restaurant” ended up
being a Chuck E. Cheese with tons
of TVs for us to watch the game.
Well, not even that. The TVs
didn’t have the game, so we basically left the birthday party and
headed back to Whitewater to

watch the game. I don’t whose
birthday it was, either. Oh well —
it’s not important.
My best friend since I was nine
years old is just as big of a sports
fan as I am. It’s not uncommon
for him to call me during football
season to ask me if I am watching
the Middle Tennessee-Troy game
or something important like that.
We’ll watch anything.
Anyways, he was a good friend
to visit when I wanted to get off the
farm. Instead of watching the local
news reports, my eyes got some
exposure to “Baseball Tonight,”
“SportsCenter” and the rest of the
fantastic ESPN programming.
Going over to his house would
usually get me some pizza, cereal,
ESPN and video games. I remember
when he bought the NCAA basketball game with Tim Duncan on the
cover — that should tell you how
old that game was. We played that
thing into the ground.
Before that, we’d play Madden
95 on SNES. We did actually get
some sun, too — that involved
shooting hoops and hitting golf

balls.
Over the years, I have tried to
curb my enthusiasm for sports
with varying results. This past
reading period I was staying with
my girlfriend in Whitewater, and
we fell asleep after dinner.
The problem with falling asleep
was that I missed a good chunk of
the games that were on. I said to
my girlfriend, “I feel kind of empty
inside for missing those games.”
Not something she wanted to
hear, apparently. Let’s just say that
she still holds it over my head.
Am I going to continue to write
about sports? I’ve recently looked
into a few websites that are looking for people to cover the Packers,
Brewers, Badgers and Bucks for
their northern region of sports
coverage, so that might be something I do to keep the fire lit.
But I’m not interested in making a job out of it — I’m a fan first
of all, and I’m in it for the love of
the game. That’s all I need.
It’s been a good run, folks.
Thanks.
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Nate Kontny: Swimming
It would be very difficult to
choose any one moment during
my swimming career at Lawrence
as my favorite. My entire experience of being a student athlete
is something that I will never
forget. It really helped me get
through the difficult times that
every Lawrence student has to

confront. The memories that I
will hold most dear are the ones
where individual struggle met
with unwavering support from
the entire team. There is nothing
like standing behind the block
right before your race and seeing
your teammates lining the sides
of the pool and at the end of
your lane screaming their heads

Lara Wasserman: Softball
I was a four-sport athlete in high
school, and it was refreshing to
get back into it last year as a
junior. I am mostly just so glad
that I was able to meet the girls

on the team — they’re great! I
had a lot of fun playing ball,
dancing and riding in strollers
with them over the last couple
of years. Don’t ask. I’m not really sure what I’ll miss the most

Jon Sacks: Hockey
I always remember our team celebrations after a big win — doing

our victory cheer and then blasting the Red Hot Chili Pepper’s
“Snow” on the stereo. I’ll defi-

off for you. That special bond
stemming from the weeks of selftorture that is swimming is one
that will never break and that I
will never forget. I will definitely
miss the bubble. Having all your
friends in one place and so close
makes it more like a family. I
find it hard to believe that many
of the people that I’ve met here
won’t be a part of my life after
Lawrence. Oh, and the V.R., of

course! I plan on becoming a
pro beach volleyball player and
making it to the 2012 Olympic
Games and bringing home the
gold for Poland! After that I will
go into retirement and begin my
rigorous training to become the
polka-dancing champion of the
world. Once I’ve done that... I’ll
probably just wing it and see
what happens next.

about Lawrence. There are lots
of things I won’t miss... and a
few that I will. I’ll really miss my
friends and the faculty, who have
helped me accomplish so much
over the past four years. And I’ll
miss the chicken tenders. I’ll just
be in the Mills, though, so I won’t

be too far away! After graduation, I’ll be at a summer opera
program in Duluth. Then I have
two semesters of student teaching next year, so I’m not quite
finished with LU yet...

nitely miss playing hockey with
and being around my friends
all the time. The hockey team is
such a close-knit group and I’ll
miss all the camaraderie. After

graduation I’ll be going back to
my home state of New Jersey
to attend law school at Rutgers
University.

Photo courtesy of Niate Kontny
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TJ Frett: Men’s Soccer
My favorite memories: Halloween
parties at Babos, Elliot Spruell’s;
road trips; card games such as
Killer; playing mafia and building
bonfires at Bjorkland Inn; my first

collegiate goal my freshman year;
playing all the different positions except goal keeper; Carlson
giving the people’s elbow to an
opponent. I will miss the competitive aspect of playing collegiate

sports. I will definitely miss all
of the friends I have made here,
but know I will see many of them
in the future. I’ll miss the V.R.
and Bjorkland Inn. I will miss the
opportunity Lawrence gave me of
studying abroad in Costa Rica. I
am going on to graduate studies
in peach breeding — using genet-

ic approaches to improve the
quality of peaches — at Clemson
University in South Carolina
starting this summer. I am ready
for the challenge, but one thing I
will not miss about Lawrence is
the freezing cold winters.
Photo courtesy of TJ Frett

Changes brewing across the river: New athletic director brings the magic
Stephen Exarhos
Co-Sports Editor

Coach Mike Szkodzinski
took over as athletic director for
the Lawrence University athletic
department last fall after a brief
dual interim appointment the year
before. It may have been a surprise
appointment to some — given his
youth and seeming lack of experience — but after his first year he
has proved himself to be the right
man for the job.
The most apparent personality trait of our new director is his
modesty. He insists that “nothing can be accomplished in this
department by one person” and
never refers to things that he personally has done this year, but to

Farewell

continued from page 6
were or weren’t
here during my time, or the quality of furniture in them, so I can’t
see caring about that part. What
does scare me is that the people I
know and care about — those that
defined my college experience —
are either already gone or will be
in a matter of years.
Once the last underclassman
I know graduates, do I even have
a link to Lawrence? Will it mean
anything more to me than a group
of buildings I spent five years of
my life frequenting?
Professors are one anchor of
familiarity that can, at least tem-

things that the department has
accomplished as a whole.
Szkodzinski continues to serve
as the men’s hockey team’s head
coach, but that detracts in no way
from his directorial duties. This
may have actually aided his performance in that it has forced him
“to learn how to delegate and trust
the entire athletic staff.” According
to Szkodzinski, the staff has “done
nothing but make it easier for
[him] to be able to perform both
roles adequately.”
One of Szkodzinski’s main
goals for the department is to
solidify it as a source of “pride,
unity and camaraderie” in the university and to connect it more with
the academic side of campus and
the surrounding community. He
never misses the opportunity to

brag about our student athletes
taking the initiative in this respect,
especially regarding the teams
who participated in the Friends of
Jaclyn program this year.
Szkodzinski also stresses academic excellence, and even presented the interesting fact that
many student athletes’ GPAs actually increase while they are in
season. He rests the praise on
the shoulders of the coaches and
the student athletes themselves,
saying that “our student athletes
have done a great job at recognizing that playing and competing in
collegiate athletics is an absolute
privilege here.”
Now that Szkodzinski has
developed his reputation as a solid
hockey coach as well as a solid
administrator, the offers are sure

to come flowing in from bigger and
better schools.
He insists that he is committed to Lawrence and stated that
he is “emotionally invested in
Lawrence University athletics and
[he] fully believe[s] that we can be
an example for all other small liberal arts schools like us” and that
he is determined to reach our “full
potential.”
The coaches who serve under
Szkodzinski are just as excited for
the future as he is. Football coach
Chris Howard praised his organizational skills as well as his persistence within the college administration. Szkodzinski is working
at making sure each coach’s needs
are met by the administration. As
Howard put it, “Out of sight, out
of mind — and we’re no longer out

porarily, withstand the shifting
sands of student turnover. In a
strange coincidence, several of
the professors that had the most
profound impact on me will also
be leaving this year, or soon after.
Some are headed for a wellearned retirement, others for
tenure-track positions at other
institutions. Either way, this puts
a fine point on the fact that even
the faculty is transient and will
eventually become completely
unfamiliar to me.
With all of those physical and
personal ties in flux, it seems the
only constants are the ideas and
ideals that Lawrence represents.
Fortunately, there is a wealth of
ideals that Lawrence can represent — the problem is figuring

out what those are.
The tradition of Freshman
Studies demonstrates a commitment to liberal arts that I can feel
a real connection to. However,
the steady whittling away of geneds and constant student griping about needing to take a lab
science or whatever makes me
doubt how stable even that ideal
really is.
I don’t mean for this to
become a diatribe about how
change is bad or about how what
I view as the most fundamental
attributes of the college will necessarily mutate over time, but I
find it interesting that I’m coming
to see the fluid nature of what
exactly Lawrence means as a bad
thing now that I no longer get to

be a part of it.
As students, we have the
ability to influence the campus
atmosphere — to form and direct
student groups — largely because
of this fluid nature. LUCC legislation is constantly being revised
to better reflect the times, as are
the policies of almost every group
they fund.
I’ve had the pleasure of digging out a little niche, placing a
personal stamp on many of the
activities I’ve been involved in.
I treasure the opportunities I’ve
had to do this, but those opportunities mean that those stamps
will largely be washed away or
covered by others in very short
order. All of those accomplishments I’m so proud of will be all

of sight.”
There is real excitement
in the athletic department here
regarding our future. With Coach
Szkodzinski at the reigns, we will
continue to receive adequate attention from the administration, and
our student athletes will continue
to perform well in the classroom
and in the community.
Szkodzinski has high hopes
for the near future as well, saying, “There is no doubt in my
mind that we will be even better
next year.” Hopefully Szkodzinski
will continue this trend and take
our athletic department to much
greater heights.

but forgotten in just a few years.
The Lawrence I’ll chose to
remember, then, is one that
doesn’t exist anymore, at least not
anywhere outside of my head. I’ll
be able to revisit it with my fellow
alums, again only in our minds.
To me, visiting the campus
seems like stuffing the family
dog — it barely and inaccurately recalls a thing that I actually
loved, but doesn’t exist anymore.
I’d rather bury it and remember
what it was, rather than cling to
what it is. I’ll miss it like hell, but
I don’t think I’ll be back... at least,
not for a while.
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What are you listening to?

Nobel Prize-winner Thomas Steitz, ‘62
Editor’s note: When I e-mailed
Thomas Steitz to ask him to contribute to “What’s on your iPod?”,
I found out that he doesn’t own an
iPod. However, Dr. Steitz was kind
enough to write a little about what
he’s been listening to lately. He will
be back on campus to deliver the
commencement address for graduating seniors on June 13.
“I primarily listen to classical
music and mostly from the public
radio stations while I am driving

to and from the university from
home.
My favorite composers are
the usual suspects: Bach, Mozart,
Brahms, Beethoven, Schubert and
Handel, particularly his “Messiah,”
which I have sung so many times
I used to be able to sing it by
memory. I especially like chamber
music and solo instrument pieces.
My interest in chamber and
classical music was stimulated by
my years at Lawrence and contact
with the music school, where I was

in the orchestra, band and choir.
This interest was further amplified by my time at Harvard, when
I particularly remember lunchtime
organ concerts by E. Power Biggs
and a few brass players during
exam week.
I do listen to a Saturday night
PBS program on big band music
from the 1940s, such as Glenn
Miller and others. I organized and
had a dance band that played this
music in high school in Wauwatosa.
But, none of this is on an iPod.”
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old seniors, and I think it really
smoothened out my academic
career here. It’s good advice for
Lawrence, because professors
have a much larger impact on
a class due to small class sizes.
2. Once a term, choose one
thing to really invest yourself
in; it can be a paper, project,
performance, event, hobby or
even a relationship. Too often,
the distractions at Lawrence —
of which there are undoubtedly
many — mean the level of all
work declines by a little bit.
Many people use this as a good
excuse to never give something
their full effort, so they never
have to come to terms with
what they can — and cannot
— actually achieve. But life is
too short to make a consistent and prolonged half-assed
attempt at things. Just because
a lot of work is boring, doesn’t
mean that some of it can’t be
enjoyable — and I have found
that work usually becomes more
enjoyable the harder you try.
The personal satisfaction of
knowing that you gave it your
all is not something to shrug
off.
3. The best way to spend
time with people is one-on-one.
Groups may be fun, but conversations tend to be fairly predictable when there is not a
structured objective, like partying. The best thing about one-

on-ones is that you never know
how they are going to turn out,
and nine times out of ten that
is a really good thing. It took
me three years to figure this
out, but the one-on-one Downer
dates I’ve had with close friends
have made for some of my best
memories of this past year —
well, that and Bubbles basketball.
My biggest advice ties in
with all of this and is directly
related to this inimitable place
we call Lawrence. The biggest
thing that separates Lawrence
from the rest of the living situations you most likely will have
in your life is the extreme sense
of community. Students here
work, live, study and party all
within three blocks of each
other for nine months out of the
year: That’s a lot of community.
There are positive and negative aspects of this community
dynamic, and the points made
in each of these arguments are
valid. But too often, people overlook the negative consequences of how communities affect
human behavior. To make up
for being so preachy, I am going
to use examples from my own
life of how these behavioral patterns can be negative.
1. Many times, students here
think that they can get away
with bad behavior in communities in comparison to individuals. They know that because the
role they play within in a community is worth less than the
role they play when they don’t

have large groups of people to
hide behind, the consequences they have to face for poor
behavior are lower. This article
is getting turned in late because
I mismanaged my time and took
the fact that other people turn
in articles late as an excuse
to turn mine in late. But on a
personal level, it was rude and
disrespectful to my editor —
sorry, Patrick.
2. People often use the
exclusion of others to tighten
the bonds of their groups. I’m
pretty good at being judgmental
— in Lawrence language, that
would read, “employing critical thinking” — and I usually
make fun of 60 percent of the
people in any one of my classes
for one thing or another. And
I often joke around with my
friends at the expense of others,
usually in a way that’s pretty
harmless, but there is no doubt
that, over time, these thought
processes have seeped into how
I treat other people — to harmful results.
3. Students here often sacrifice their individuality to get
along better with their group.
I love reading good literature,
but I have not picked up a
novel for pleasure reading all
year. Mainly, that’s because I’ve
spent most of my downtime
goofing off with my friends,
watching Tracy McGrady videos
on YouTube. I’m not saying one
activity is worth more than the
other, but conforming to groups
can have its downsides.

The complicated part about
these behavioral patterns is that
they don’t always have negative,
but often have really positive
results for the individual and/
or the small groups within the
community. Many times people are not conscious or aware
of negative consequences that
these actions have.
The lesson of all this is to
be aware that this community
is a community comprised of
individuals. As old and dumb as
it seems, the golden rule — do
to others what you would like
to be done to you — still has
staying power. Being able to see
the forest is just as important as
being able to see that it is made
of trees, because trees are all
each one of us is.
So, pay attention and try to
develop an awareness of how
your behavior changes from the
individual to the group level:
then try to understand why this
is the case, as well as the consequences that these changes
have. It will make you a better
person and this community a
healthier one.
Okay, that’s all I can muster.
That was the most serious I’ve
been since I had to convince the
editors of this paper to let me
have my own column.
Adios, amigos. Sivanich out.
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